A number of theoretically well-motivated additions to the standard cosmological model predict weak signatures in the form of spatially localized sources embedded in the cosmic microwave background (CMB) fluctuations. We present a hierarchical Bayesian statistical formalism and a complete data analysis pipeline for testing such scenarios. We derive an accurate approximation to the full posterior probability distribution over the parameters defining any theory that predicts sources embedded in the CMB, and perform an extensive set of tests in order to establish its validity. The approximation is implemented using a modular algorithm, designed to avoid a posteriori selection effects, which combines a candidate-detection stage with a full Bayesian model-selection and parameter-estimation analysis. We apply this pipeline to theories that predict cosmic textures and bubble collisions, extending previous analyses by using: (1) adaptive-resolution techniques, allowing us to probe features of arbitrary size, and (2) optimal filters, which provide the best possible sensitivity for detecting candidate signatures. We conclude that the WMAP 7-year data do not favor the addition of either cosmic textures or bubble collisions to ΛCDM, and place robust constraints on the predicted number of such sources. The expected numbers of bubble collisions and cosmic textures on the CMB sky within our detection thresholds are constrained to be fewer than 4.0 and 5.2 at 95% confidence, respectively.
A number of theoretically well-motivated additions to the standard cosmological model predict weak signatures in the form of spatially localized sources embedded in the cosmic microwave background (CMB) fluctuations. We present a hierarchical Bayesian statistical formalism and a complete data analysis pipeline for testing such scenarios. We derive an accurate approximation to the full posterior probability distribution over the parameters defining any theory that predicts sources embedded in the CMB, and perform an extensive set of tests in order to establish its validity. The approximation is implemented using a modular algorithm, designed to avoid a posteriori selection effects, which combines a candidate-detection stage with a full Bayesian model-selection and parameter-estimation analysis. We apply this pipeline to theories that predict cosmic textures and bubble collisions, extending previous analyses by using: (1) adaptive-resolution techniques, allowing us to probe features of arbitrary size, and (2) optimal filters, which provide the best possible sensitivity for detecting candidate signatures. We conclude that the WMAP 7-year data do not favor the addition of either cosmic textures or bubble collisions to ΛCDM, and place robust constraints on the predicted number of such sources. The expected numbers of bubble collisions and cosmic textures on the CMB sky within our detection thresholds are constrained to be fewer than 4.0 and 5.2 at 95% confidence, respectively.
I. INTRODUCTION
The cosmic microwave background (CMB) radiation provides our best picture of the primordial universe, and therefore the best set of observations available to confront theories of the early universe with data. The angular power spectrum of the CMB, together with complementary datasets (e.g., from large-scale structure and supernova surveys), has established the standard model of cosmology, a spatially flat universe dominated by a cosmological constant and cold dark matter (ΛCDM). However, many theories of high-energy physics predict that there should be deviations from the isotropic and purely Gaussian density fluctuations predicted by ΛCDM. In this paper, we are concerned with the question of how to optimally test theories that predict spatially-localized sources embedded in the CMB. We present a statistical formalism and a set of approximations that are implemented in a full analysis pipeline to construct the posterior probability distribution over the parameters describing a class of theories. We implement a two-step algorithm in which we first locate the most promising candidate signatures, and then use the information about the number, location, and properties of the candidate sources to construct an approximation to the full posterior probability distribution.
To illustrate the application of this pipeline, we focus on two signatures that are predicted by theories with spontaneous symmetry breaking giving rise to phase transitions in the early universe: cosmic textures and cosmic bubble collisions. Cosmic textures are a type of topological defect produced when a non-Abelian global symmetry is broken [1] . Textures are not stable, but instead undergo collapse as they come within the expanding cosmological horizon, eventually unwinding into scalar radiation [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . CMB photons passing through a collapsing texture will be red-shifted, while those passing through an exploding texture will be blue-shifted, giving rise to a set of features in the CMB [5] . Cosmic bubble collisions are predicted by theories of eternal inflation, where our observable universe is postulated to be embedded inside one bubble among many, formed during a first-order phase transition out of an inflating false vacuum (for a review of eternal inflation see, e.g., Refs. [6, 7] ). The density perturbations induced by collisions between our bubble and others can lead to localized features in the CMB, providing an observable signature of the dynamics of eternal inflation [8] .
In previous work, we presented the first constraints on theories giving rise to cosmic bubble collisions [9, 10] and the first full-sky constraints on cosmic textures [11] . The present paper focuses on:
• Generalizing the statistical formalism and approximation scheme used in Refs. [9] [10] [11] ;
• Implementing an adaptive-resolution analysis, allowing us to overcome the limitations in Refs. [9, 10] on the size of candidate bubble collisions;
• Including and refining the candidate detection scheme using optimal filters presented in Ref. [12] ;
• Performing a complete suite of tests of the formalism, approximations, and analysis pipeline;
• Performing a new analysis of the posterior probability distribution for bubble collisions and cosmic textures that includes new candidates from the optimal filtering step in combination with the upgraded adaptive-resolution analysis pipeline.
The paper is structured as follows. In Sec. II, we outline the formalism and approximations we use. In Sec. III, we describe the theoretical predictions for cosmic textures and bubble collisions. The algorithm used to calculate the approximated posterior is described in Secs. IV-V and tested in Secs. VI and VII. A null test of the pipeline is carried out in Sec. VIII before the pipeline is applied to CMB data from the Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe (WMAP) [13] in Sec. IX. The results of this analysis are compared with previous analyses in Sec. X, and our conclusions are summarised in Sec. XI.
II. HIERARCHICAL BAYESIAN SOURCE DETECTION FORMALISM

A. The theory
The observed fluctuations in the CMB can be modeled as the realization of a random field on the sphere, which, under the assumption of isotropy and Gaussianity, is completely characterized by its angular power spectrum. A number of extensions of this model predict various populations of distinct sources embedded in the background random field. This includes astrophysical sources such as clusters of galaxies (which affect the CMB through the Sunyaev-Zel'dovich effect [14] ), and primordial sources such as cosmic textures and cosmic bubble collisions. We restrict our attention to cases where the temperature anisotropies can be described as ∆T T (θ, φ) = δ(θ, φ) + n(θ, φ) +
Here, δ(θ, φ) is a realization of the background random field, n(θ, φ) describes the instrumental noise as well as residual foregrounds, and t i (θ, φ) are templates for the temperature anisotropies laid down by each of N s distinct sources. We assume that the sources under consideration are non-overlapping. All terms other than the instrumental noise are assumed to include the effects of a finite instrumental beam. Such a theory can be described by
• Model parameters: This includes the parameters describing the background random field and the source templates. 1 The background random field is described by the parameters of ΛCDM, which we denote by the vector m ΛCDM . These parameters include: the fraction of energy density in baryons, Ω b h 2 ; cold dark matter, Ω CDM h 2 ; and dark energy, Ω Λ ; the scalar spectral index, n s ; the primordial scalar amplitude, A s ; and the optical depth to reionization, τ . Modeling the instrument gives a characterization of the expected noise properties. No model of the Galactic foreground residuals is available for the dataset considered in this analysis, and we therefore resort to null tests of simulations including foreground residuals in order to determine their effects (although a model of the foreground residuals could, in principle, be included in the formalism). It is convenient to treat the extension hypothesis as a hierarchical Bayesian model (e.g. Ref. [15] ) in which the population-level parameters are considered separately from the lower-level parameters describing the individual sources. The parameters describing the templates are hence divided into two categories: global parameters, m 0 , which describe the source population as a whole; and local parameters, m i , characterizing individual sources. Any model will possess at least one global parameter -N s , the expected total number of detectable sourcesin addition to any properties common to all templates. Further, any model will possess at least one set of local parameters: {θ i , φ i }, the central position of the i th template. Other properties that can differ from template to template (e.g., size) are also classified as local parameters. Global template parameters, in addition to the parameters of ΛCDM, can be thought of as labeling different theories, characterizing the background cosmology and the type of source. Local parameters characterize the properties of sources in the context of a specific theory.
• Theoretical priors: An important component of the theory is the prior probability distribution over the model parameters. In principle, a complete theory of cosmology would provide an explanation for the observed properties of the population of sources and the background random field. In general such a full theory is not available. To make progress, we will assume that there are no correlations between the properties of the background field and the properties of the sources, rendering the prior separable. In the context of a specific theory of sources, the prior over local parameters can be fully determined. The priors over the parameters of ΛCDM and the global template parameters are somewhat less certain in the absence of a theoretical construction in which different models can be compared. 2 A reasonable assumption is therefore to use an uninformative prior, which assigns equal probability to all possibilities. The use of uninformative priors requires care to be taken when defining the prior range, and will be discussed in later sections.
• Model statistics: Given a set of model parameters, it is necessary to understand how particular realizations of the temperature anisotropies are determined. For the sources, this is most efficiently encoded in the theoretical prior over local model parameters of the templates. For the background random field and instrumental noise, this is most efficiently encoded in the two-point correlation function. Under ΛCDM, for perfect data, the correlation in the temperature between two positions on the sphere is given by
where θ ij is the angular distance between two points on the sphere labeled by i and j, and C (m ΛCDM ) is the angular power spectrum, which is dependent on the choice of parameters m ΛCDM . The characterization of the instrumental noise and beam depends on the experiment in question, and will be described in greater detail below for the WMAP experiment.
B. The full posterior
Having fully specified the theory, we can now ask how to test it. Our goal is to construct the posterior probability distribution over the global source parameters, given a dataset d consisting of pixelized temperature measurements covering a solid angle Ω obs = 4πf sky of the sky (and, optionally, any statistics derived from them). Bayes' theorem gives the posterior as
where Pr(m 0 ) is the prior distribution on the global parameters, m 0 , Pr(d|m 0 , f sky ) is the likelihood of getting the observed data, and Pr(d|f sky ) ensures that the posterior is normalized. The posterior can also be used to derive summary statistics, such as confidence intervals on the global model parameters. The quantityN s is always included in the set of global model parameters m 0 , and ΛCDM is specified byN s = 0. Therefore, we can also perform model selection by comparing the posterior probability of a model for whichN s = 0 and one which admitsN s > 0. The model likelihood Pr(d|m 0 , f sky ) is obtained by marginalizing over:
1. The parameters of ΛCDM;
2. The actual number of sources present on the observable sky (given the expected number of sources,N s , the actual number is a realization of a Poisson-like process of mean f skyNs );
3. The local template parameters.
Unpacking the model likelihood, we therefore have: 
where C is the pixel-pixel covariance matrix including a ΛCDM CMB signal and instrumental noise. One must evaluate Eq. 5 in order to construct the full posterior, Eq. 3. Evaluating the full posterior exactly is impossible, as it requires marginalizing over a formally infinite dimensional parameter space (since one must consider realizations with an arbitrary number of templates). Even if the parameter space were finite, the enormous size of modern CMB datasets, such as those produced by the WMAP or Planck [18] experiments, makes inverting the (nondiagonal) covariance matrix prohibitively expensive. Nevertheless, it is possible to apply a controlled and testable sequence of approximations to estimate the full posterior, as we now describe.
C. Approximation to the posterior
In order to proceed, we must construct a suitable approximation to the model likelihood. Let us first deal with the cosmological parameters m ΛCDM . We assume that our inferences on m i do not vary significantly for the range of ΛCDM parameters allowed by current cosmological data. Under this assumption, we can proceed as if Pr(m ΛCDM ) = δ(m ΛCDM −m ΛCDM ), wherem ΛCDM is the best-fit concordance cosmological model. Performing the integral over m ΛCDM we obtain the approximation to the model likelihood
where we define the helpful short-hand
likelihood zero likelihood nonzero
A schematic depicting the approximation scheme we employ. By locating a set of well-separated candidate sources, it is possible to determine in which regions of parameter space the likelihood function is appreciably different from zero. Eq. 7 can be approximated by integrating over only those regions where the likelihood is large. This collapses the sum in Eq. 6 to a finite number of terms. Finally, we neglect correlations of the random Gaussian background CMB between pixels inside and outside each blob.
Likelihood Derivation for One Candidate Source
In a similar spirit, if we knew something about the dependence of the likelihood on the local model parameters, it would be possible to approximate the remaining integrals. This is depicted schematically in Fig. 1 . To see how this works in detail, let us begin with a particular example. Imagine that there is a region of the sky which has been judged by some independent method to be a good candidate source. We can segment the data into a "blob", containing the candidate source, and the rest of the sky. The details of the size and shape of the blob are treated in abstract here, and will depend on the particular theory of the sources being tested. We can now evaluate the sum over N s in Eq. 6 term by term. The likelihood in the first term, for N s = 0, is simply given by
which is the likelihood for the null hypothesis, i.e., no sources. Here, and in what follows, C is evaluated at the best fit valuesm ΛCDM . Moving on to the N s = 1 term, we must evaluate the integral over m 1 . Recall that the local model parameters always include the location at which the template is centered and, if relevant, its size. We can therefore separate the integral over m 1 into the region inside the blob containing our candidate source, which we will refer to as region b, and the rest of the sky, which we will refer to as regionb:
If there are no sources in the regionb, then we can approximate the likelihood by integrating over region b alone. The accuracy of this approximation depends on our ability to locate the candidate source; however, it will always provide a lower (i.e., conservative) bound on the likelihood (since we are integrating a positive-definite function). We therefore have
While we have reduced the parameter space over which we must integrate, this expression is still numerically intractable for large datasets, since we must invert the large, generally non-diagonal covariance matrix. To make progress, we must make a few further approximations. Expanding the exponential in the likelihood, we have
where the indices i and j refer to pixels in region b while the indices α and β correspond to pixels in regionb. We have used the fact that the template vanishes in regionb. Re-arranging, we obtain
In these expressions, C (bb) is the covariance matrix constructed using only the data in region b. We have made two approximations in deriving this final expression. First, we have neglected correlations between the template and the data in regionb, which is equivalent to assuming
This is justified in the limit where the inverse covariance falls off sufficiently fast with angular distance. Our second approximation was to assume that we can make the replacement
which is justified to the extent that the subgroup of the inverse of the full covariance matrix corresponding to pixels in region b can be approximated as the inverse of a covariance matrix defined only using pixels in region b. For a diagonal covariance, this is exact. For the non-diagonal covariance matrix of ΛCDM it is only approximate. We comment on the validity of these approximations under ΛCDM in Section VII. Finally, performing the integral over m 1 in Eq. 10, we obtain
where the patch-based evidence ratio ρ b is given by
This is a measure of how much better the theory with a template at fixed m 0 fits the patch of data than the theory with only the random field. Now, we evaluate the N s = 2 term. Again, we approximate the full integral as the integral over region b alone. This yields
Making the same approximation about the covariance matrix as above, we have
If there is in fact only a single source in region b then the addition of another template will not increase the likelihood: in effect, we would be trying to fit a single feature with a template possessing twice the number of parameters (m 1 and m 2 ). As a concrete example, assume that the source location is the only local model parameter. If the source can be located anywhere on the sky with equal probability, the theory prior is simply
In the case where the likelihood function is roughly equal for all positions inside b, with the solid angle contained in b given by Ω b , and there is no improvement from adding a second template, the relative size of the N s = 1 and N s = 2 terms can be estimated as
Assuming the blob does not cover the entire sky, this is always larger than one. Subsequent terms in the N s expansion will be penalized by higher powers of this ratio. While this is a toy model, this property is expected to hold generally. More generally, if there are multiple sources in a single blob, increasing the number of templates will improve the fit. If the sources are well-separated, however, this will be a very unlikely occurrence, and terms with N s > 1 can therefore be neglected. We operate under this assumption, providing justification in the context of the specific sources considered in Sec. III. Relaxation of this assumption would require the inclusion of all terms in the sum in Eq. 6.
For a single blob, we can therefore approximate the full-sky posterior Eq. 3 as
where
is the evidence which ensures Pr(m 0 |d, f sky ) is normalized to unity. Recall thatN s is included in the vector of parameters m 0 .
Likelihood Derivation for an Arbitrary Number of Candidate Sources
We now move on to discuss the general case, where there are N b blobs, labelled b 1 . . . b Ns , identified as containing a candidate source. We assume that the blobs in question do not overlap. For N r = N b + 1 regions on the sky, making the approximation that the template likelihood is small when evaluated outside a blob and neglecting correlations between blobs, we obtain for the general case
The quantity ∆ b1b2...b Ns is one when all indices take distinct values and zero otherwise: the sum hence generates all permutations of N s sources located in N b blobs, assuming no more than one source per blob. If there are fewer blobs on the sky than proposed sources, then the likelihood is very small: this would involve fitting more than one template within a single blob, and incurring the penalisation previously discussed. If there are at least as many blobs as proposed sources, then the likelihood takes the form of a sum that includes every possible association of the N s sources with the N b blobs, provided that no two sources are matched to the same blob. For example, the approximation to the N s = 1 term in the presence of multiple blobs is
which is simply an approximation to the integral over positions including only the contributions where the likelihood is large. The approximation to the N s = 2 term is
where the product results from the double integral over positions and again we only consider contributions from regions where the likelihood is large. The factor of two multiplying the blob evidences derives from the fact that there are two ways of placing two sources in two separate blobs. Note that terms for N s ≥ 2 would be altered if our assumption of well-separated blobs was violated. Substituting Eq. 25 into Eq. 6, the expression for the approximation to the full posterior is given by
Eq. 28 is the main result of this calculation, from which all following results are derived. In the limit of a single isolated observation, Eq. 28 reproduces the Bayesian source detection formalism developed in Refs. [19, 20] .
III. SOURCES
In this paper, we consider two theories that give rise to localized sources in the CMB: cosmic bubble collisions in the eternal inflation scenario and cosmic textures. For bubble collisions, the only global parameter isN s , and the final result of the analysis is a one-dimensional posterior probability distribution. The first analysis of cosmic bubble collisions using a variant of the approximation scheme outlined in the previous section was presented in Refs. [9, 10] , where, in addition to the location, three local model parameters (size, edge discontinuity, and amplitude) were included. Cosmic textures have two global parameters:N s and a measure of the symmetry breaking scale , and therefore the final product is a two-dimensional posterior probability distribution. An analysis of textures, which also used a variant of the approximation scheme outlined above, was presented in Ref. [11] . In this study a model of textures with one local parameter (size) in addition to the position was considered. Previous work on testing for the signature of textures in the CMB was presented in Refs. [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . Below, we outline our models of these two types of sources, including the prior probability distribution on the local model parameters. For bubble collisions, we update the model assumptions of Refs. [9, 10] in light of improved theoretical understanding, and remove the edge discontinuity parameter from our analysis.
A. Bubble collisions
For an overview of the theory of eternal inflation and the observable effects of bubble collisions, we refer the reader to the reviews [6, 26] . For a detailed discussion of the expected signature of bubble collisions in the CMB, we refer the reader to Refs. [9, [27] [28] [29] [30] ; here, we provide only a brief overview.
Based on the symmetry of the bubble collision spacetime, the existence of a causal boundary splitting the bubble interior into regions affected and not affected by a collision event, and the fact that a bubble collision is a preinflationary relic, the most general template for the temperature fluctuation caused by a single bubble collision is given by [9, 10, 27] 
where θ crit is the angular scale of the source, corresponding to the causal boundary of the collision event, z 0 and z crit are the amplitudes at the center and edge of the template, Θ is the Heaviside step function, and we have centered the template on the Galactic north pole. In the limit of small amplitude, this is an additive contribution to the CMB temperature anisotropies as in Eq. 1. Theoretical work [29, 30] which appeared subsequent to the previous analysis suggests that there is no discontinuity in temperature at the causal boundary, and we therefore restrict our attention to z crit = 0. The bubble collision model contains only one global parameter, the expected number of detectable sourcesN s . This is partially a function of the properties of the potential sourcing inflation, and as such is impossible to predict without a model for the potential. In the context of an inflationary landscape,N s can be considered as a continuous parameter with some prior distribution reflecting the typical vacua produced, but without a measure for the landscape it is difficult to estimate even an order of magnitude for this number. It may even be quite likely thatN s 1, in which case the approximation of looking for widely separated sources is not valid. Ref. [31] has derived the observational signatures in this case (see their Fig. 7 ), and has used WMAP measurements of the low-CMB temperature power spectrum to constrain a combination of the number of observable collisions, their average amplitude and the current energy density in curvature. We shall concentrate on the small-N s limit and, in the absence of a detailed theory, assume thatN s can take values of O(1), and setN s to be uniform in the range 0 ≤N s ≤ 10. As we shall see, this parameter is constrained by data, and the precise choice of upper limit has no effect on the analysis. In this model, ΛCDM corresponds toN s = 0.
The local parameters are the collision signature's central amplitude, z 0 , size, θ crit , and location, {θ 0 , φ 0 }. The modulations are equally likely to be hot or cold and are isotropically distributed across the sky. Theory does not fix the expected amplitude of the collisions, so we assume that the amplitude is uniform in the range −10
(as stronger collisions would have been obvious in previous CMB data). Neglecting the back-reaction of the collision on the geometry of the bubble interior, the distribution of source sizes is proportional to sin θ crit [8, 26, 32, 33] . Further assuming no correlation between the various local parameters, the final normalized prior on the local parameters is
where 0 ≤ θ 0 ≤ π, 0 ≤ φ 0 < 2π, and the extrema of the size distribution, {θ min crit , θ max crit } are chosen such that the bubble collisions are detectable. 3 The lower limit, θ min crit = 2 • , stems from the fact that the CMB contains considerable power on the degree-scale, greatly increasing the difficulty of detection. The observable signature of a bubble collision with θ crit larger than the upper limit, θ max crit = 90
• , would be indistinguishable from the signature of a collision of size 180
• − θ crit .
B. Cosmic textures
For a detailed discussion of the production, evolution, and observational signature of cosmic textures we refer the reader to the original literature [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] 24] . In brief, CMB photons passing through a collapsing or exploding texture will be red-or blue-shifted, producing an azimuthally symmetric feature on the CMB sky of angular size θ crit with temperature profile of the form
where the amplitude = 8π 2 Gη 2 depends on the scale of symmetry breaking, η, θ crit is the size of the texture, θ * = √ 3θ crit /2, p = {0, 1} and the template is centered at the Galactic north pole. Assuming that all textures are produced in a single symmetry-breaking phase transition, the texture model has two global parameters: the dimensionless symmetry-breaking scale and the expected number of detectable sourcesN s . Texture unwinding events produce features that all have the same amplitude on the CMB sky. The total expected number of unwinding events depends on the particular model giving rise to textures. Simulations [24] of SU (2) textures indicate that we can expect to have causal access to ∼ 7 textures with θ crit > 2
• in the CMB; the precise number of detectable unwinding events further depends on our particular realization of the background CMB, the dominant source of noise in the analysis. We adopt a uniform prior onN s between 0 ≤N s ≤ 10 to encode our ignorance of the precise theory and the effect of our CMB realization on detectability. Again, we shall see that this parameter is constrained by data, and thus the choice of upper limit has no effect on the analysis. Requiring that the symmetry-breaking scale for textures is below the scale of cosmological inflation (bounded to be lower than ∼ 10
16
GeV by the absence of observed B-mode polarization), we place an upper bound on of 10 −4 . We assume a uniform prior on down to 2.5 × 10 −5 , which corresponds to the estimated detection limit of our pipeline (details of which can be found in Sec. IV). Under the assumption of a uniform prior, the posterior is simply proportional to the likelihood; results for a different prior can be obtained easily by re-weighting the posterior.
The local parameters for textures are the size, θ crit , location, {θ 0 , φ 0 } and p, which specifies whether the texture is hot or cold. Textures are expected to be isotropically distributed over the sky, with a distribution of sizes proportional to θ −3 crit (see Ref. [24] for a derivation), and so the normalized prior on the local texture parameters is
where 0 ≤ θ 0 ≤ π, 0 ≤ φ 0 < 2π, and we take 2 • ≤ θ crit ≤ 50
• . The lower limit on θ crit results from the large power on degree scales in the CMB; the upper limit stems from the fact that templates with θ crit > 50
• are large enough to cover the whole sky and overlap themselves, rendering Eq. 31 invalid. To marginalize over the different signs, we can simply sum the likelihoods evaluated at the same magnitude of , but where the template takes opposite sign.
We now describe our implementation of the formalism derived in Sec. II. There are two main steps in the algorithm -candidate-source detection and patch-based evidence calculation -in which the non-zero regions of the likelihood function are first estimated and then evaluated. In the first step, optimal filters matched to the signals of interest are used to identity the positions and sizes of the most likely sources in the dataset. We describe this procedure in Sec. IV below. In the second step, the patch-based evidence ratios, Eq. 18, are calculated for each candidate using the nested sampler MultiNest [34, 35] , before combining to form the posterior, Eq. 28, on the global model parameters. We describe this part of the calculation in Sec. V. 
IV. CANDIDATE DETECTION WITH OPTIMAL FILTERS
In order to effectively approximate the full posterior distribution describing the population of candidate sources, it is necessary to first locate the regions that provide significant contributions to the likelihood. We follow the approach of Ref. [12] , using optimal filters defined on the sphere that are matched to the source profile of either bubble collision or texture signatures. First, we construct optimal matched filters for the purpose of detecting candidate sources embedded in full-sky WMAP 7-year data and assess their performance. Second, we briefly describe the optimal-filterbased algorithm for detecting sources of unknown and differing sizes, highlighting differences between the bubble collision and texture cases. Third, we calibrate the algorithm on an end-to-end simulation of WMAP observations, before assessing its sensitivity.
A. Optimal bubble collision and cosmic texture filters
We construct two sets of matched filters: one set that enhances the contributions of bubble collision signatures and one set that enhances the contributions of texture signatures. The matched filters are constructed to enhance the source profile in a specified stochastic background. A stochastic background of CMB fluctuations is assumed, characterized by the lensed ΛCDM power spectrum that best fits the WMAP 7-year data, baryon acoustic oscillations and supernovae observations [36] (hereafter referred to as the lensed WMAP7+BAO+H 0 power spectrum). The bubble collision and texture source profiles for which we search are relatively large-scale; thus we consider spherical harmonics up to the band-limit max = 256 only. Since we eventually apply these filters to W-band WMAP observations, we assume observations are made in the presence of a Gaussian beam of full-width-half-maximum FWHM = 13.2 arcminutes and isotropic white noise of N = 0.02 µK 2 . The optimal matched filters are constructed in harmonic space: thus the assumption of an azimuthally-symmetric beam profile and isotropic noise simplifies their construction and application considerably, while remaining highly accurate for the relatively low band-limit considered. Once the source profile and stochastic background are defined, the filters are constructed on the sphere as outlined by Ref. [37] .
In Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 we show the matched filters recovered for the bubble collision and texture profiles, respectively, for a range of source sizes. Notice that the bubble collision filters on smaller scales contain a central broad hot region to enhance the main bubble collision contribution, surrounded by hot and cold rings to enhance the transition from the collision to the background. On larger scales, however, the matched filters contain only the hot and cold rings that enhance the transition. Since the CMB has more power on large scales, the matched filters on large scales do not respond to the large-scale features of the bubble collision signature but rather the transition region near the location where the template goes to zero. The texture source profile has a smooth, Gaussian transition to the background, and consequently the matched filters recovered for textures contain only a central broad region, without any strong contribution from the perimeter of the profile.
The matched filters constructed are optimal in the sense that no other filter can yield a greater enhancement of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the filtered field. It is possible to calculate analytically the SNR of the filtered field for various filter types, as derived for example by Ref. [12] . In Fig. 4 we plot the SNR computed for bubble collision and texture profiles for the unfiltered field, for the optimal filters constructed here, and for needlets [38, 39] , which have been used previously to detect candidate sources [9] [10] [11] . Note that the lack of a sharp transition in the texture template means that the SNR for textures are lower than those of bubble collisions. Nevertheless, it is clear that matched filters yield the highest SNR, in accordance with expectations.
B. Candidate object detection algorithm
Although we have constructed optimal filters for a range of source sizes, we have not yet addressed the problem of detecting sources of unknown and differing sizes. We adopt the algorithm described in detail by Ref. [12] for this purpose, which we review here briefly. First, matched filters are constructed for a grid of source sizes R ∈ {θ
All filters are then applied to the full-sky observed data by convolving the matched filter kernel with the observed data, which may be computed efficiently in harmonic space (see e.g. Ref. [12] ). Significance maps are then computed by normalizing the filtered field to the mean and standard deviation of filtered fields computed from realizations of the background process (i.e. CMB fluctuations and instrumental noise) in the absence of sources. The significance maps are then thresholded (the calibration of threshold levels is discussed below), before potential candidate sources are found from the localized peaks of the thresholded significance maps. Potential candidate sources are eliminated if a stronger source is found on adjacent scales, where the set of scales adjacent to scale R is defined by the set
where the distance between R and R adj is less than the parameter θ adj . Once candidate sources are detected, the parameters of the source size, location and amplitude are estimated from the corresponding filter scale, peak position of the thresholded significance map and amplitude of the filtered field, respectively.
The construction of optimal filters is implemented in the S2FIL code [37] (which in turn relies on the codes S2 [40] and HEALPix [41] ), while the COMB code [37] has been used to simulate bubble collision signatures embedded in a CMB background. 4 The candidate object detection algorithm described here is implemented in a modified version of S2FIL that will soon be made publicly available.
There is no guarantee that the peak in the filtered field across scales will coincide with the size of the unknown source. Nevertheless, for bubble collision signatures embedded in the CMB this has indeed been found to be the case [12] . For texture profiles, however, we have found this phenomenon to hold below scales θ crit ∼ 10
• only. Through numerical experiments we found that the difference in the behavior of the filtered field between bubble collisions and textures on large scales is due to the absence of a well-defined transition region from the source to the background in the texture profile. For large texture sizes, not only is there no peak in the filtered field at the scale of the unknown source, but the SNR of the filtered field does not drop off rapidly when applied to nearby scales (Fig. 4) , as is the case for bubble collisions. We trivially modify the candidate detection algorithm described above to account for this behavior. For textures sizes below θ crit = 10
• we look across adjacent scales as usual to find the most significant potential candidate source, whereas for sizes above θ crit = 10
• we do not (by a judicious choice of the adjacency parameter θ adj there is in fact no need to modify the algorithm, as described below).
Although the candidate detection algorithm considers a grid of candidate scales R, it is overwhelmingly probable that the signal for any given source peaks at scales between the samples of the grid. It is thus important to examine how sensitive the matched filters are to small errors in the source size. In Fig. 4 [38] with scaling parameter B = 1.8 for a range of needlet scales j (dot-dashed black curves) and for the unfiltered field (dashed red curve). In panels (b) and (d) SNR curves for the matched filters constructed at a given scale and applied at all other scales are also shown (thin solid blue curves). The scale for which the filters are constructed may be read off the plot from the intersection of the heavy and light solid blue curves. Provided the θcrit grid is sampled sufficiently densely, the matched filters remain superior to needlets.
SNR away from the scale used to construct each filter is clearly apparent. For texture profiles the degradation is much less pronounced, especially at large scales (as discussed above). Provided that the θ crit grid is sampled sufficiently densely, the matched filters for both bubble collision and texture profiles remain effective and are superior to needlets.
C. Candidate object detection calibrated to WMAP
We define the parameters of the optimal-filter-based candidate object detection algorithm here and calibrate the threshold levels for WMAP observations. Throughout the calibration we apply the WMAP KQ85yr7 mask [42] , since this is the mask adopted when analysing WMAP data subsequently. We select the less-conservative KQ85 mask so as to reduce the variance in reconstructing large-scale information masked by the Galactic sky cut [43] . This choice has the additional advantage of revealing more of the sky and hence increasing the number of candidates. The Bayesian stage of the pipeline will assess the overall evidence for the source model in each candidate region: if any candidate is found to contribute evidence in favor of the source model, then it will be examined closely for frequency-dependence signifying potential foreground contamination.
For bubble collisions we consider the grid of scales set out in Ref. [12] , as defined in Table I (left). The θ crit prior range is smaller for textures than for bubble collisions -the texture profile extends well beyond θ crit , covering the full sky for θ crit 50
• -and hence for textures we consider a smaller grid of scales, also defined in 50   TABLE I . The θcrit grid and threshold levels Nσ R adopted for the optimal-filter-based candidate source detection algorithm for bubble collisions (left) and textures (right). Threshold levels are calibrated to the WMAP end-to-end simulation to allow at most three false detections on each scale.
we found the matched filters for textures to be sensitive to a large range of nearby scales, we nevertheless remain sensitive to the full prior range of sizes. The SNR curves for the matched filters constructed for these scales for bubble collisions and textures are shown in Fig. 4 (b) and (d). These grids of scales are thus sufficiently sampled to ensure that the matched filters remain effective for scales between the samples of the grid. We set the adjacency parameter to θ adj = 5
• for both bubble collisions and textures. For textures this ensures that we look across scales for sizes below θ crit = 10
• but not above, whereas for bubble collisions we always look across adjacent scales.
We use 3,000 Gaussian CMB simulations to calculate the mean and standard deviation of the filtered field at each scale in the absence of sources, in order to compute significance maps. For these simulations, and for the WMAP data analysed subsequently, we perform Wiener filtering to recover spherical harmonic coefficients with ≤ 10 from masked CMB maps [43] , where we adopt a Gaussian prior for the harmonic coefficients specified by the lensed WMAP7+BAO+H 0 power spectrum. Note that this differs from the maximum likelihood reconstruction [44] of harmonic coefficients performed by Refs. [9] [10] [11] and the cut-sky estimation performed by Ref. [12] . This can alter the spherical harmonic coefficients recovered on large scales, and thus the detected candidate sources, in a non-negligible manner. However, Wiener filtering should give the most reliable reconstruction of the large-scale harmonic modes [43] .
Finally, we calibrate the threshold levels N σ R applied to the significance maps for each filter scale from a realistic WMAP simulation that does not contain embedded sources. The thresholds are chosen to allow a manageable number of false detections while remaining sensitive to weak sources. For this calibration we use a complete end-toend simulation of the WMAP experiment provided by the WMAP Science Team [42] . The temperature maps in this simulation are produced from a simulated time-ordered data stream, which is processed using the same algorithm as the actual data. The data for each frequency band are obtained separately using simulated diffuse Galactic foregrounds and CMB fluctuations, and include realistic noise, smearing from finite integration time, finite beam size, and other instrumental effects. We use the foreground-reduced W-band simulation for calibration. The threshold levels N σ R are selected to allow at most three false detections on each scale on this simulated map (recall that detections on one scale can be eliminated by stronger detections made on adjacent scales). These threshold levels are less conservative that those set by Refs. [9] [10] [11] [12] , in order to increase the number of false detections passed by the candidate source detection stage of the analysis pipeline and hence improve its sensitivity. The calibrated threshold levels for both bubble collisions and textures are shown in Table I . Once candidate sources are detected by the optimal-filter-based detection algorithm, we discard those objects that are significantly masked. For the WMAP end-to-end simulation, we make 12 false detections of candidate bubble collisions and 4 false detections of candidate textures.
In the analysis of the WMAP end-to-end simulation (and in the analysis of the WMAP data considered subsequently), some of the bubble collision candidates that we detect differ from those found with optimal filters previously [12] . This is expected since we now use Wiener filtering to recover spherical harmonic coefficients, have included a more accurate model of the WMAP noise in the optimal filter construction (noise was neglected previously), and have reduced the threshold levels in order to increase the sensitivity of the entire pipeline. Further, the thresholding-based nature of the candidate source detection algorithm means that small differences in the filtered field can have an impact of the final candidates detected if regions move below or above the threshold. In the cases where candidates disappeared, we nevertheless found peaks in the filtered field; these were simply no longer above the threshold or were eliminated by stronger detections on nearby scales or positions. Given these differences are due to improvements made to the pipeline, the results given here are to be preferred to those presented previously.
Following the candidate source-detection stage of the analysis pipeline, we pass to the Bayesian stage an estimate of the domain of parameter space over which the likelihood is expected to be non-negligible. These regions of parameter space are estimated from each of the candidate sources detected. For the size of each source, the relevant region is determined first by finding the range of nearby filter scales for which significance maps exceed their threshold level at the source position. This range of scales is extended to the next smallest and largest filter scales (or the edge of the prior if encountered) to yield an estimate of the range of scales over which the likelihood is non-negligible. For example, for a bubble collision candidate found to be significant by the 40
• and 45
• optimal filters, we would estimate the likelihood to be non-negligible over the range 35 -50 • . To estimate the integration limits of the central positions for each source, we first find all pixels within a radius r of the source position estimated by the optimal filters, where r is 25% of the maximum source size estimated from the previous step. The extrema {θ . Tests of these assumptions are included in the suite of pipeline tests detailed in later sections.
We conclude this section by assessing the level to which the optimal-filter-based candidate detection algorithm is sensitive for each source type. In previous studies, simulations were performed for this purpose [9, 10, 12] . Here we instead take a probabilistic approach based on the analytic SNRs of the filters computed previously (see Fig. 4 ). This allows us to probe the source size-amplitude parameter space at higher resolution and accuracy than would be achievable with modest numbers of simulations (to reach an equivalent resolution and accuracy through simulations would be extremely computationally demanding). In Fig. 5 we plot the sensitivity of the matched filters constructed for bubble collisions and cosmic textures. These plots are produced as follows. For each scale θ crit we compute the source amplitude (z 0 for bubbles; for textures) that would be required to ensure that the SNR reaches the threshold specified in Table I . This level defines the 50% completeness curves shown in Fig. 5 since, in the presence of noise, we expect half of the sources with this amplitude to be detected and half to be missed. Similarly, we compute approximate completeness curves for one-, two-and three-standard-deviation differences from the 50% completeness curve (note that the probabilities quoted on each curve are computed assuming a Gaussian distribution of the filtered field at the source position). For the 50% completeness curve, the bubble collision matched filters are sensitive to z 0 ∼ 10 −4.4 , while the cosmic texture matched filters are sensitive to ∼ 10 −4.2 . Note that the sensitivities computed in this manner are similar to those computed previously through simulations [9, 10, 12] , both in terms of the sensitivity levels obtained and the shape of the sensitivity regions. Further, we see that optimal matched filters are ∼ 1.7 times more sensitive than needlets for detecting bubble collision signatures, as found previously [9, 10, 12] . 5 . Sensitivity of the optimal-filter-based candidate detection algorithm, with completeness curves plotted for one, two and three standard deviations from the 50% completeness curve. The completeness curves are computed in the following manner. For each scale θcrit we compute the source amplitude (z0 for bubbles; for textures) that would be required to ensure that the SNR reaches the threshold specified in Table I . This level defines the 50% completeness curve, since we expect half of the sources with this amplitude to fall below the curve and half to fall above. Similarly, we compute approximate completeness curves for one-, two-and three-standard-deviation differences from the 50% completeness curve. The probabilities quoted on each completeness curve are computed assuming a Gaussian distribution of the filtered field at the source position.
V. ADAPTIVE-RESOLUTION EVIDENCE CALCULATION
Modern CMB experiments map the sky with extremely high resolution: the beam of the Planck experiment in the main CMB bands is expected to be ∼ 5 [18] , resulting in maps pixelated on the arcminute scale. While this is necessary for pinning down the secondary CMB anisotropies at small scales, it means that calculating pixel-space covariance matrices becomes extremely memory-intensive. We illustrate this point in Fig. 6 , which shows the memory needed to calculate covariance matrices from 1
• to 180
• in radius at HEALPix resolutions ranging from N side = 8 to N side = 2048 (i.e., Planck resolution). 5 It is clear that the memory costs, which to a good approximation rise as angular radius to the fourth power, make processing even relatively small patches prohibitive at full Planck resolution.
In previous work [9, 10] , we chose to truncate both our patches and the integration limits of θ crit to the maximum radius invertible with our memory constraints. While this allowed us to at least partially process almost all features at full WMAP resolution, it meant that we were unable to probe the large-θ crit region of parameter space for which the prior for bubble collisions is highest. If we are to do so, it is clear that the input maps must be processed at degraded resolution: the larger the patch, the lower the resolution at which it can be processed. The maximum memory accessible per core in this analysis is ∼ 90 GB, which means that the full-sky covariance matrix can be inverted at N side = 64: this is therefore the minimum resolution at which any feature will be processed. The degradation process will now be described in detail, along with the suite of tests performed to assess its performance.
A. Processing maps
The candidate detection stage returns estimates for the size and position of features of interest within a map, defining the set of patches to be considered in the evidence calculation. The memory cost of computing each covariance matrix is derived from the number of unmasked pixels within the patch: if this is greater than the memory available, the patch must be processed at a degraded resolution.
In the HEALPix pixelization scheme, each step down in resolution reduces the pixel count, N pix , by a factor of four. As the covariance matrices are N 2 pix in size, an estimate of the number of steps down required is therefore given by
5 The quantity plotted corresponds to a total number of matrix elements equal to ∼ 1.5 × N 2 pix . Our algorithm calculates the full N 2 pix covariance matrix in order to make use of the LAPACK inversion routines [45] , then compresses the inverted matrix to a 1-D array containing its upper triangle to reduce memory costs while sampling. where m est and m max are the estimate of the memory required and the memory available. The corresponding estimate of the finest resolution at which the patch can be processed is then
This estimate is tested by re-counting the number of unmasked pixels in the patch at the new resolution. An N side,deg mask is created by averaging within degraded-resolution pixels: any N side,deg pixel which is more than half masked at the input resolution is considered to be masked. A precise calculation of the memory cost of the degraded covariance matrix is then made: if this is below the memory threshold, as expected, the degraded resolution is accepted and the algorithm proceeds; if not, the resolution is decreased once more.
Once the required resolution has been determined, the input CMB temperature map can be degraded. As the CMB is a smooth field, it is not sufficient to simply average within N side,deg pixels: doing so will introduce large pixelization effects, which will act as an extra noise term unaccounted for in the pixel-pixel covariance matrix. This can be avoided by smoothing such that the input map is smooth on the degraded-pixel scale prior to reducing the resolution. This is equivalent to introducing a band-limit, max , in harmonic space. Choosing the band-limit is a balance. If the smoothing scale is set too large (i.e., max is too low), too much information will be discarded with each degrade and performance will suffer. If the smoothing scale is set too small (i.e., smaller than an N side,deg pixel), the smoothed maps will contain pixelization artefacts.
The choice of max is somewhat arbitrary, but experimentation shows that the degradation is stable if the harmonicspace Gaussian smoothing kernel is 1% of its maximum at max = 2N side,deg . This defines a smoothing scale at each resolution: the FWHM, f deg , of the pixel-space kernel is given by f deg = 8 log 2 log 100
Assuming the 12N 2 side pixels in a HEALPix map of given resolution are flat and square (a safe assumption at highresolution), the smoothing scale is approximately 2.5 times the size of a pixel, and the maps are clearly smooth on the pixel-scale. The smoothing kernel sizes used for the three degraded resolutions considered in this work are listed in Table II . Note that for speed and simplicity the smoothing is carried out on the full-sky, rather than within a patch: the time taken to smooth in pixel-space scales poorly with patch size.
B. Calculating the degraded evidence
Care must be taken when calculating the covariance matrix for use in the likelihood: the covariance matrix must include as faithful as possible a representation of the components of the data. We must therefore capture every important feature of both the CMB "signal" (the CMB is, in fact, the dominant noise in the analysis) and instrumental noise measured in the input map, as well as the effects of the degradation process. It is helpful to break up the full covariance matrix, C, into its CMB, S, and noise, N, constituents, as they are morphologically different.
CMB covariance
The CMB, as a correlated random field on the sphere, is most simply defined in harmonic space by its power spectrum, C . At full resolution, the CMB power is smoothed by the instrumental beam, which we approximate in this analysis with a Gaussian of FWHM f WMAP . In patches that are processed at reduced resolution, the CMB signal is also smoothed by the anti-aliasing beam (another Gaussian, of FWHM f deg ) and further by the pixel window function of the degraded resolution map. This final effect, shown for the relevant beams in Fig. 7 , is small but non-negligible. Ignoring the degraded pixel window function means that the covariance contains an overestimate of the CMB power -in our analysis, a noise term -and log-evidences can be underestimated by as much as 1 when degrading to N side,deg = 64.
Taking all of these effects into account, the CMB covariance between two pixels i and j is
if the patch is processed at full resolution, and
if the patch must be processed at degraded resolution. Here, P (x) are the Legendre polynomials, W ,deg is the N side,deg pixel window function, and the B are the WMAP and anti-aliasing Gaussian beams, represented in harmonic space as
where f is the relevant FWHM.
Instrumental noise covariance
At full resolution, the WMAP noise is uncorrelated in pixel space (see, e.g., Ref. [46] ). The noise covariance matrix is therefore diagonal, and can be written as
where σ WMAP = 6.549 mK is the RMS noise of the W-band detectors, N obs,i is the number of times pixel i has been observed, and δ ij is the Kronecker delta. The anti-aliasing smoothing applied as part of the degradation process induces correlations between the noise measured in each pixel. Coupled with the variations in sky coverage represented by the N obs values, this makes the exact pixel-space covariance more difficult to write down. Progress can be made by separating the full-resolution noise model into isotropic white noise, calculated from the power spectrum in harmonic space, which is modulated by a map encoding the variations in sky coverage, which belongs entirely in pixel space. The effects of the smoothing and degradation can then be applied individually to each component, and recombined in the covariance matrix.
Uncorrelated pixel noise is identical to the noise generated by white (i.e., flat) noise in harmonic space. To produce the correct RMS noise, the amplitude of the white noise power spectrum, N , should be set such that
where Ω pix is the pixel area, and we have incorporated the mean number of observations per pixel,N obs , into the definition. After smoothing and degradation, the noise power spectrum is no longer flat, having been multiplied by both the anti-aliasing beam and the degraded pixel window function (both squared).
Having absorbed the mean number of pixel observations into the isotropic noise, to include the effects of varying sky coverage we need only consider relative changes in the number of observations in each pixel. These are captured by generating a map of N obs /N obs,i . After degradation, this map will have been smoothed and degraded exactly as the input temperature map; its mean at any resolution is one. The noise covariance matrix at degraded resolution is then
where the separation into components residing in pixel and harmonic space is clear. Note that this expression does not include the instrumental beam, as this is detector noise. 
Full covariance
The sum over in the covariance matrix calculations is strictly a sum to infinity, but is approximated with a sum from 0 ≤ ≤ max,cov , truncated at a point where all significant contributions have been included. At full resolution, the data are noise-dominated at high-(see Fig. 8 ), so the covariance is not particularly sensitive to the precise value of max,cov , provided it is larger than ∼ 1000. We use max,cov = 1024. 6 After degradation, the CMB and noise power spectra have been additionally damped by the extra smoothing and pixel window function. These effects combine to reduce the map power to ∼ 0.7% of its maximum at max = 2N side,deg , but the kernel's long tail means that there is still information at higher-. If this is ignored, the maps contain more information than is accounted for in the covariance matrix. The signal-to-noise ratio of any relic present is therefore artificially boosted, and the evidence is over-estimated: truncating at 2N side,deg yields over-estimates of ∼ 5 in the log-evidence at N side,deg = 64. Tests reveal that evidence ratios are stable provided multipoles 3N side,deg are included in the covariance matrix. We choose to be conservative and push this to max,cov = 4N side,deg .
The two components of the covariance are added to form the full covariance matrix.
This matrix must be inverted for use in the likelihood function; the inversion is carried out using the Cholesky decomposition implemented in the LAPACK software package. The full-resolution covariance matrix has a prominent diagonal due to the uncorrelated pixel noise, and hence is readily invertable. However, at lower resolutions the additional smoothing can make the covariance matrix nearly singular. Diagonal regularizing noise is therefore added at the level of 2 µK 2 to all degraded-resolution covariance matrices to aid inversion: we have checked that this does not affect the results of the likelihood calculation.
C. Calculation of patch-based evidence ratios with MultiNest
To form the full posterior (Eq. 28), we must calculate the patch-based evidence ratios (Eq. 18) for each blob. Our pipeline uses the MultiNest sampler [34, 35] , which outputs the normalized posterior and the evidence for the data in each patch under a specific model. This is not precisely the information required in Eq. 18, which integrates the product of the likelihood and the full-sky prior. However, we can use Bayes' theorem in the patch to convert the output posterior into a likelihood according to
Here, the subscript b indicates that the probabilities are formed using only the data for a single blob. In particular, we identify
as the quantity necessary for the patch-based evidence ratio. The normalization assumed in Eq. 43 is
which implies that Pr b (m 1 ) is related to the prior Pr(m 1 ) in Eq. 18 by an overall normalization:
We also have
Using these expressions, we can solve for the patch-based evidence in terms of known quantities:
where Pr b (d|0, 0) is the likelihood in the patch with no sources. All steps of the algorithm are parallelised wherever possible using OpenMP and MPI to take advantage of both shared-and distributed-memory clusters.
VI. ADAPTIVE-RESOLUTION TESTS
A. Stability of degraded evidence values
The adaptive-resolution analysis pipeline was tested thoroughly to estimate the effect the degrading has on the calculated evidence values. Naïvely, we would expect the evidence not to change (on average) for resolutions at which the feature is well-sampled, i.e., for which the pixel scale is much smaller than the feature itself. Once the resolution has decreased enough for the feature -and hence the template used to fit it -to appear pixelated, the evidence should begin to drop off sharply. In harmonic space this is equivalent to requiring that enough modes are left intact by the pre-degradation smoothing that the template power spectrum can be discerned.
The ideal test in this situation is to create a simulation containing a sufficiently large template to be un-pixelated at the lowest resolution at which a feature can be processed: in this case, N side = 64. This feature should then be processed at all resolutions considered, from the highest (WMAP-resolution) to the lowest, to determine how the evidence behaves. Unfortunately, the very nature of the problem makes this is impossible: such templates would require enormous covariance matrices at full resolution.
Progress can be made by breaking the test into parts. Simulations containing templates -strong bubble collision signatures, in this case -are generated on a range of angular scales. Each simulation is processed twice: first at the highest resolution possible, then again at one resolution lower. This indicates how the evidence changes when a patch is not processed at its "ideal" resolution, which could occur if the maximum angular size, θ crit , is overestimated. The lower-resolution evidence values are calculated with four times fewer pixels: if the evidences returned by the two runs do not differ greatly, we can be confident that small reductions in resolution do not affect the evidence values returned.
Three maps are generated containing single bubble collision signatures of angular scale θ crit equal to 7
• , 15
• and 30
• , each of which contains approximately the same number of pixels at N side = 512, 256 and 128, respectively. In each case the signatures have the same amplitude, z 0 = 8 × 10 −5 , and position, (θ 0 , φ 0 ) = (45 • , 45 • ); the maps also contain the same CMB and noise realizations, and are plotted in Fig. 9 . The evidence is calculated once at the highest resolution possible -N side of 512, 256 and 128 for the 7
• collisions, respectively -and once again after degrading one step in resolution -i.e., for N side of 256, 128 and 64. In each pair of tests the same ranges in size and FIG. 9 . The maps used to test the adaptive-resolution analysis. Three maps are generated, each containing a single bubble collision of radius θcrit = 7
• or 30
• . The maps contain identical CMB and noise realizations, and in each case the bubble collision is placed at (θ0, φ0) = (45
• , 45
• ) with amplitude z0 = 8.0 × 10 −5 . The 7
• collision maps are also used to test the effects of neglecting correlations with data outside the patch and the restriction of template locations to the regions highlighted by the candidate detection stage. All plots are shown at the same scale, and are 67
• on a side. position are sampled, and no mask is used. The only small difference comes in the pixels included in the patch, as the lower-resolution patches sample a slightly larger region than the high-resolution patches.
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The results of the tests are shown in Table III . In each case, the evidence calculated at high resolution matches the evidence at low resolution to within MultiNest precision. We conclude that the adaptive-resolution analysis produces stable evidence ratios for the resolutions considered in this work. Note that the evidence does not always decrease: in fact it can increase. This is because the realization noise (i.e., the combined CMB and noise signal) is different after degradation: the bubble collision signature is compared to larger-scale modes at lower N side,deg . Further, note that the log-evidence errors tabulated are the typical random variations due to sampling, estimated by repeatedly testing an individual patch with initial conditions set from different random seeds. MultiNest also provides a statistical estimate of the error in an evidence calculation, derived from the relative entropy of the samples (see Refs. [34, 47] ). We find these estimates (typically ∼ 0.1 in log-evidence) to be subdominant to the variations due to sampling.
B. Robustness to smoothing-induced contamination
The simulations used to test the adaptive-resolution pipeline contain only a CMB realization, a noise realization and a bubble collision template; no mask was used. Real CMB datasets also contain foregrounds (or foreground residuals after component separation), the worst of which are masked. Due to the need to smooth prior to degradation, there is a potential for contaminants to leak from behind the mask. 8 While it is possible to mitigate this effect by extending the mask (and potentially using a smoothing kernel that is localized in pixel space) [43] , it is highly undesirable to discard hard-won data. The likely scale and amplitude of any smoothing-induced contamination is therefore investigated to determine whether the mask should be extended.
The masks recommended by the WMAP team [42] comprise two components: a Galactic cut (of varying conservatism) and a point-source mask. The point-source mask is created from a range of external and internal catalogs (as listed in Ref. [48] ), and is updated with each data release. The point-sources, which appear in the data as approximately Gaussian peaks with the same FWHM (0.22
• ) as the instrumental beam, are masked by excising a region of radius ∼ 0.6
• centered on each point-source. A small number of the strongest sources are more aggressively masked, out to a ∼ 1.2
• radius. The cut made to remove the extended emission of the Milky Way is much larger, and forms an irregular band ∼ 20
• − 40
• in width centered on the Galactic Plane. For clarity, the effects of the two components of the mask are investigated individually.
We can estimate the effects of point-source smoothing using a very simple test. A W-band point-source is simulated by placing a normalized 1 µK delta-function at a position taken from the WMAP point-source catalog [42] , then convolving it with a Gaussian of 0.22
• FWHM. Since smoothing is a linear process, this can then be scaled to investigate the effects of sources of different amplitudes. This map is then smoothed and degraded to each scale used in the analysis (i.e., N side = {256, 128, 64}), and masked using the degraded point-source mask at each resolution. The resulting maps, plotted in Fig. 10 , can then be scaled to mimic a source of a given temperature. The plots show that, at all resolutions considered, the maximum contamination injected into a single pixel is a few thousandths of the point-source's amplitude. Assuming that such sources have amplitudes of 100 − 1000 µK [49] , these results suggest that our degradation technique induces contaminants of at most 1 − 2 µK into fewer than 10 pixels. This level is completely subdominant to the CMB signal, and so should not affect the analysis. We therefore need not extend the point-source mask when smoothing and degrading.
An estimate of the contaminants leaked from the Galactic cut can be obtained in a similar fashion. In place of the simulated point source, we must make an estimate of the Galactic foreground residuals. Modeling this precisely is difficult, so, following Ref. [50] , 1% of the difference between the V-band signal and the WMAP7 Internal Linear Combination (ILC) map [42] is used for illustrative purposes. This combination is indicative of the morphology and amplitude of residuals within the ILC: there are contaminants of around 50 times the amplitude visible to the eye in the WMAP foreground-reduced maps. As with the simulated point-source, we take this map, smooth and degrade it to N side values of 256, 128 and 64, and then mask using only the Galactic portion of the 7-year KQ85 mask. The resultant maps are plotted in Fig. 11, along with the input. The extra smoothing creates a strip, a few pixels wide, of contamination around the Galactic mask, typically at a level of 0.3 − 0.4 µK. Scaling this up by a factor of 50 yields contaminants of ∼ 20 µK. Although this is an order of magnitude higher than that created by point-sources, it is extremely localized, and does not mimic any of the target signals. We conclude that, as with the point-source mask, there is no need to extend the Galactic cut when degrading. Our adaptive-resolution algorithm should be robust to smoothing-induced contamination, a hypothesis that will be further tested at a later point by processing a null simulation containing realistic foreground residuals.
VII. TESTING THE FORMALISM'S APPROXIMATIONS
The formalism set out in Section II includes three main approximations: that the parameters of ΛCDM can be set to the best-fit measured values, that the likelihood need only be integrated over ranges of {θ 0 , φ 0 } (and, indeed, θ crit ) corresponding to patches containing candidate sources, and that correlations between data inside and outside these patches can be neglected. The error made in the latter two approximations will depend on the nature of the source templates. In particular, the accuracy of the second approximation will depend on how well the candidate regions cover the underlying sources, and how the likelihood falls off as a function of the location and size of the feature. It is also important to note that the approximations will most likely improve as a function of the signal-to-noise for the source: if the likelihood is not peaked in any region of parameter space, we are not justified in choosing to integrate only over particular regions.
We begin by discussing the assumption that the parameters of ΛCDM can be set to the best-fit measured values. The only place these parameters enter the evidence calculation is through the pixel-pixel covariance matrix used to formulate the likelihood function. To get an idea for how this might vary with the parameters of ΛCDM, in Fig. 12 we FIG. 10 . A typical WMAP W-band point-source contaminant (top-left, plotted using the inverted point-source mask), and the effects of smoothing a unit-amplitude simulated point-source and degrading to N side,deg = 256, 128 and 64. All low-resolution plots are shown with a degraded mask applied, which limits any residuals to O(µK). All plots are 12.5
• on a side.
show the pixel-pixel covariance as a function of angle for three cosmologies: the fiducial best-fit WMAP7+BAO+H 0 cosmology and two cosmological models where the dark energy density, Ω Λ , is two standard deviations higher or lower than the best-fit value (chosen because varying Ω Λ significantly changes power on the largest scales, which are most relevant for the signatures considered). The difference at the level of the covariance is very small, and the difference in the inverse covariance appearing in Eq. 5 is correspondingly small. We can write the inverse covariance as
where ∆C(m ΛCDM ) −1 is the small difference in the inverse covariance resulting from varying cosmological parameters. Neglecting the effect of changing the cosmological parameters amounts to requiring
which is natural for small-amplitude templates that have compact support on the sky. In this case, the N s = 0 and N s = 1 terms in the expansion Eq. 4 would take the form with the patch-based evidence ratio ρ b defined as before (i.e. with the covariance defined for fixed cosmological parameters and confined to pixels in the blob). Higher order terms would follow suit. Therefore, in this approximation all of the dependence on cosmological parameters would be absorbed into an overall renormalization of Pr(d|N s = 0), and would not affect our final answer for the posterior of the global model parameters.
To explore the latter two assumptions, consider the single-source contribution to the posterior Eq. 10. Neglecting correlations between regions inside and outside the patch (see Eq. 15) corresponds to the assumption that
where the template has support in a blob b, and the data consist of pixels in regionb outside the blob. In Fig. 13 , we plot the inverse covariance between several positions and the rest of the sky (e.g., a set of rows of the inverse covariance matrix) in ΛCDM using the best-fit WMAP 7-year cosmological parameters, keeping only the first 50 multipole moments. It can be seen that the inverse covariance is only significant within a disk of radius ∼ 15
• around each of the template pixels. Therefore, we need not retain all of the pixels on the sky. In Fig. 14 , we depict the case where the likelihood is peaked for templates inside a region well-contained within the blob (shaded disk). The inverse covariance will be significant within a disk (dashed circle) of ∼ 15
• around each pixel where the template is non-zero (black dot). Our approximation neglects correlations between the template and the pixels contained within the dashed circle, but outside the blob (i.e., in regionb). The exponential will clearly yield a decreasing correction to the integral as the size of the blob is increased, becoming vanishingly small when the radius of the blob is ∼ 15
• larger than the size of templates near the maximum of the likelihood. For terms of higher order in N s , the correction is slightly more complicated, but for blobs separated by a distance greater than 15
• , the argument is the same. Another assumption we have made is encoded in Eq. 16: that the pixels in regionb do not contribute to the inverse of the covariance inside region b. Further, if the actual source is well-contained within the blob, the likelihood will presumably peak in a region well-contained within the blob (which is the assumption behind our first approximation of integrating over region b alone).
The reasoning set out above provides qualitative support for the approximations that make this analysis feasible. To determine quantitatively how good these approximations are, we have performed three numerical tests. The first two tests are designed to determine whether correlations with pixels outside the blobs can indeed be discounted; the third determines the effects of restricting the position integral to within our candidate blobs.
A. Tests of neglected correlations
The ideal test of the effect of neglected correlations would be to perform evidence integrals for simulated collisions of varying sizes using covariance matrices ranging from patch-sized to full-sky. Unfortunately, memory restrictions mean we can only hold the full-sky covariance matrix in memory for HEALPix resolutions smaller than N side = 64. At this resolution each pixel is ∼ 1
• across, so only large collisions are faithfully represented. As with the tests of the adaptive resolution analysis, we therefore split the test up, performing two tests: one checking the effect of neglected correlations on the largest scales, and the other at smaller scales.
The first test uses the map simulated for the largest-scale degradation tests, containing a 30
• bubble collision template placed at (θ 0 , φ 0 ) = (45.0
• , 45.0 • ) with amplitude z 0 = 8 × 10 −5 (as plotted in Fig. 9 ). The simulation is passed to the candidate detection stage, and the patch corresponding to the bubble collision is singled out. The evidence ratio is then calculated twice at N side,deg = 64, first using the covariance matrix calculated for the patch, and second using the covariance matrix calculated on the full-sky. For clarity, the test is carried out without masking, and the integration limits on the template parameters are kept constant for both runs. The difference between evidence ratios returned will indicate the scale of any error induced by neglecting correlations at the largest scales.
FIG. 14. The case where the source is well-contained within the blob. There is a clearly peaked likelihood for templates contained within the shaded disk. For the pixel denoted by the black dot, the inverse covariance is significant only within the dashed circle. Our approximation neglects correlations with pixels in the hatched region. This approximation is worst for pixels on the edge of the template. The second test reuses the smallest map considered in the degradation tests (again, plotted in Fig. 9 ), containing a 7
• bubble collision template with the same amplitude and position as in test one. As in the first test, the candidate detection algorithm is applied, and the feature containing the template is extracted. The evidence is calculated first using the standard patch size 15.4
• in radius, then using progressively larger patches of sky until the patch is 30
• in radius. At this point, Fig. 13 implies that the covariance matrix contains all pixels significantly correlated with those in the candidate collision region. The difference between evidence ratios will therefore indicate the errors associated with neglecting correlations on smaller scales. As with the first test, the integration limits used in each case are the same, as is the resolution (N side,deg = 256) at which the calculation is performed, and no mask is used.
The results of the two tests are presented in Tables IV and V . In each case, increasing the patch size does not change the evidence value obtained beyond MultiNest precision. This supports that the assumption that correlations outside of the patch can be neglected, and indicates that doing so does not add a significant source of systematic error, given the scale of the variations induced by the nested sampler.
B. Test of localization of likelihood peaks
The third assumption test is designed to assess the claim that the likelihood is peaked in position space, and that the evidence values obtained are unchanged when only the peaks are considered; this amounts to changing the limits of integration in Eq. 18. This test uses the same 7
• -bubble collision map as in the second test. This time, the patch radius is held constant at 30
• , but the set of central positions sampled is incrementally increased until the template can be centered anywhere within the entire patch. The nested sampler therefore has access to greater portions of the collision environs -by the fourth run it can sample central positions placing the templates entirely outside the simulated collision region -and can provide an estimate of how much evidence is discarded by restricting the template position to lie within the blob. The results of the test are reported in Table VI . The evidence ratio is stable, indicating that sampling from a larger range of central positions does not affect the outcome. This implies that the likelihood is indeed well-localized, supporting the assumption that the evidence integration need only be carried out over a restricted range of positions. The likelihood is plotted as a function of the two angular coordinates in Fig. 15 , and indeed is very strongly peaked about the position highlighted by the candidate detection stage. For comparison, we also plot a collision with the same θ crit but with an amplitude of z 0 = 2.5 × 10 −5 , which is near the lower-limit of our sensitivity (from Fig. 5 only 1% of such sources would be flagged by the candidate-detection algorithm). Even in this case, the likelihood is strongly peaked near the centre of the collision.
VIII. NULL TEST: ANALYSIS OF WMAP END-TO-END SIMULATION
The WMAP data contain a number of components that cannot be included in the pixel-space covariance matrix; in particular, the foregrounds are not known precisely, and so their subtraction leaves behind unknown, highly anisotropic residuals. It is therefore important to apply the Bayesian analysis pipeline on a null dataset containing estimated foreground residuals -and any other potential systematic effects -to determine whether they generate false-positive results. The full end-to-end simulation of the WMAP experiment used to set the optimal-filter detection thresholds is perfectly suited to the task, as it is created from simulated time-ordered data, including foreground contamination, and is processed by exactly the same pipeline as the WMAP observations.
The raw optimal filter analysis of the WMAP 7-year W-band end-to-end simulation (with the KQ85 mask applied) generates 19 bubble collision candidates and 10 texture candidates. Any candidates which are heavily masked are discarded, as are candidates whose estimated range of sizes has no overlap with the relevant prior on θ crit . Finally, any candidates which clearly correspond to a single feature are merged, leaving a set of 12 and 4 bubble collision and texture candidates, respectively. The sizes and locations of these candidates as estimated by the optimal filters are tabulated in Table VII. The patch evidence ratios obtained by applying the adaptive-resolution Bayesian evidence calculation to these candidates are also presented in Table VII . As expected, no candidate exhibits strong evidence in favor of either the bubble collision or texture model: the maximum evidence ratios are e −5.4 and e −4.0 , respectively. Merging these results produces the posteriors on the global model parameters as plotted in Fig. 16 . The posteriors for both models are clearly peaked atN s = 0, confirming our prior knowledge that there are no bubble collisions or textures in the end-to-end simulation of the WMAP W-band data. The null test therefore indicates that we should not expect un-modeled foreground residuals and unknown systematics to generate false positives in the WMAP data. Further, ID θcrit range ( the maximum evidence ratios obtained provide indicators of the level of response foregrounds and systematics can produce: any features found in the data should exceed these values in order to be considered interesting.
IX. ANALYSIS OF WMAP 7-YEAR DATA
Our analysis of the WMAP 7-year W-band foreground-reduced temperature map (with the KQ85 mask applied) produces a total of 32 bubble collision candidates and 33 texture candidates. The candidates' locations are visually inspected, and those which are mostly obscured by the mask are discarded; candidates found to have no overlap with the relevant priors on θ crit are likewise cut. Any candidates which are obviously coincident are merged at this point. The remaining candidates are then required to also be significant in an optimal filter analysis of the WMAP 7-year V-band foreground-reduced temperature map. This simple check requires that each feature is interesting across a range of frequencies, indicating that it is not due to foregrounds. This final cut leaves a set of 11 and 12 bubble collision and texture candidates respectively. The most probable sizes and locations of these candidates are tabulated in Table VIII and plotted in Fig. 17 .
Applying the adaptive-resolution evidence calculation to the candidates produces the patch evidence ratios also reported in Table VIII . No single candidate is strong enough to claim a detection on its own. However, as demonstrated in Refs. [9, 11] , it is possible for a number of weak candidates to favor the addition of relics to ΛCDM even if their individual evidence ratios are less than one: only by combining the results obtained for all candidates can the overall predictive power of the underlying model be revealed. The posteriors on the global parameters of the bubble collision and texture models, derived by combining the results from the candidates, are plotted in Fig. 18 : both posteriors are peaked at zero sources. The texture model's dimensionless scale of symmetry breaking is constrained to be 2.6 × 10 −5 ≤ ≤ 1.0 × 10 −4 (at 95% confidence), which, as the prior is defined only within the range 2.5 × 10 −5 ≤ ≤ 1.0 × 10 −4 , indicates that the WMAP data do not provide any interesting constraint on this parameter. The WMAP 7-year data do not favor the addition of either bubble collisions or textures to ΛCDM. As none of the candidates exhibits significant evidence for the addition of sources to ΛCDM, we do not check the candidates for foreground residuals.
X. DISCUSSION
In Refs [9, 10] and [11] , searches for bubble collisions and textures using earlier versions of the Bayesian source detection pipeline were published. Each previous analysis shares a number of candidate features in common with the current analysis, allowing consistency checks to be carried out between versions of the pipeline. Comparing results between versions is non-trivial, and must take into account each change made to the algorithm. In particular:
1. The prior on the bubble collision size has changed from uniform in the range 2-11.25
• to being proportional to , along with their patch evidence ratios. The size ranges tabulated are those derived from the optimal filter analysis; where they extend beyond the relevant priors they are truncated before the evidence calculation. The angular positions are related to Galactic longitude, l, and latitude, b, by the transformations l = φ and b = 90
• − θ. Note that, although bubble collision candidates 8 and 9 overlap considerably, their positions and size ranges are sufficiently discrepant to justify processing individually.
FIG. 17. Top: the estimated sizes and amplitudes of the bubble collision (left) and texture (right) candidates located in the WMAP 7-year data by the optimal filters. Bottom: the patches of WMAP 7-year data passed to the Bayesian evidence calculation for each of these candidates. The bubble collision plot shows all of the data involved in the evidence calculation for each candidate; for clarity, the texture plot only shows the core region of each patch. Note that the plots of the optimal filter candidates (top) contain only the estimated contributions due to additional sources, and the temperature ranges therefore differ from the plots of the WMAP data (bottom). sin θ crit in the range 2 − 90
• . Ceteris paribus, this will reduce evidence ratios previously reported for bubble collision candidates, particularly those at small scales.
2. The bubble collision template previously allowed for a discontinuity at the template boundary with amplitude z crit . This parameter is now set to zero due to updated theoretical results [29, 30] , and the bubble collision model considered in this analysis is consequently nested within the model considered previously. The effects of removing the edge can be determined exactly using the Savage-Dickey Density Ratio [51] : the change in evidence will be the ratio of the posterior and prior probabilities of the edge amplitude, evaluated at z crit = 0 using the results of the previous analysis, i.e., ∆ log ρ = log Pr(z crit |d, old) Pr(z crit , old) zcrit=0 .
As there was little evidence to support the edge parameter in the earlier analysis, the ratio of posterior to prior at z crit = 0 is typically ∼ 10, and the new evidence ratios are boosted accordingly.
3. The new analysis replaces the WMAP 7-year KQ75 mask used in all prior analyses with the KQ85 mask, revealing ∼ 8% more of the sky. The change in the fraction of the sky available to the algorithm increases the prior volume on observable source positions by ∼ 8% as well, and the log evidence ratios hence decrease by a similar amount.
4. The candidate detection method has changed from needlets to optimal filters, and the ranges of size and position deemed significant therefore also change. The integration limits for the patch evidences can differ by small amounts if the new ranges either reveal or truncate regions of non-zero likelihood.
In addition, since the first bubble collision analysis we have used an increased number of MultiNest live points and tighter tolerance and efficiency settings. The current settings were chosen to ensure accurate calculation of the evidence; however, tests show that there is no significant difference in our results due to the new settings. Table IX shows the expected and observed changes in evidence ratio obtained for the four best bubble collision and texture candidates processed in the previous analyses. In the majority of cases the differences between the observed and expected changes in evidence ratios are consistent to MultiNest precision, but there are two bubble collision cases where the new results show a significant difference.
The first case is the Cold Spot, candidate 3. The memory restrictions of the previous analysis [9, 10] required that the θ crit range sampled be truncated (compare Tables VII in Ref. [9] and VIII in the current analysis). The new adaptive-resolution algorithm allows the full range of θ crit estimated by the candidate detection stage to be sampled, revealing an additional peak in the posterior and boosting the evidence accordingly. The second case is candidate 4. The patches of data used to calculate the evidence for this candidate contain a ∼ 4
• × 3
• region masked by the KQ75 mask but not by the KQ85 mask. The improvement in evidence ratio most likely derives from uncovering these extra pixels, which produce an extra hot contribution to an already hot feature. 2   TABLE IX . The expected and observed differences in evidence ratio found for the four best bubble collision and texture candidates between the previous incarnation of the pipeline and the present analysis. Included in the expected change are the new form of the θcrit prior for the bubble collisions, the removal of the edge from the bubble collision template, and the change in the mask. Note that the evidence ratios and IDs of the texture candidates were not previously published.
The only differences between the current texture analysis and that of Ref. [11] are the candidate detection algorithm and the mask employed. The candidates that contributed most significantly to the posterior in the previous analysis are all still detected by the optimal filters, and the changes in evidence observed are consistent within MultiNest precision, given the new mask and small differences in integration limits from changing the candidate detection stage. Indeed, the posteriors produced by the two analyses (Fig. 2 of Ref. [11] and the right-hand plot of Fig. 18 ) are almost indistinguishable by eye.
XI. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a hierarchical Bayesian algorithm for the detection of spatially-localized sources in high-resolution CMB datasets. The algorithm uses the posterior over the global parameters describing the population of sources to determine whether their presence is warranted by the data and prior theoretical knowledge. To cope with the volume of data available, a conservative approximation to the posterior is calculated by selecting the most likely candidate sources using optimal filters and assuming that the remaining data do not contribute to the likelihood. Candidates are processed at the highest data resolution possible, given their size and the computing power available. The effects of the approximations and adaptive-resolution analysis have been quantified using a suite of tests, and are found to be comparable to the typical variance in sampling from the un-approximated posterior.
As a demonstration, the pipeline has been applied to search for evidence of bubble collisions and cosmic textures in the WMAP 7-year data. This work removes the size restriction imposed by memory constraints on the previous bubble collision analysis [9, 10] , as well as optimising the candidate detection stages of previous bubble collision and texture analyses [9] [10] [11] . The WMAP data do not favor the addition of either bubble collisions or cosmic textures to the ΛCDM model: even though such sources provide higher-likelihood fits, they are not sufficiently predictive to overcome the extra model complexity. In the context of these models our results also place limits on the average numbers of bubble collisions and textures within our detection thresholds on the CMB sky, which are constrained to be fewer than 4.0 and 5.2 at 95% confidence, respectively. The WMAP data do not place any significant constraint on the dimensionless scale of symmetry breaking for textures, .
The Planck satellite [52] will soon release temperature data with a factor of 2-3 improvement in resolution and ∼ 10 in pixel noise over WMAP. Further, it will extract essentially all of the information from the temperature power spectrum, providing a near-ideal characterization of the dominant source of noise in the analysis. These facts strongly motivate performing the texture and bubble collision analyses on the Planck data when they become available. In addition, high-quality CMB polarization data are being gathered by experiments such as Planck, ACTPol [53] , SPTPol [54] and Spider [55] . Textures do not induce a polarization signal [22] , but bubble collisions are expected to create characteristic imprints [28] , complementary to those in the temperature data. Extension of the hierarchical Bayesian analysis pipeline to process polarization data, either in isolation or by cross-correlating with temperature maps, therefore represents a promising avenue for future tests of these models. Further, such an upgraded pipeline could be readily applied to other localized signatures in the CMB, such as the Sunyaev-Zel'dovich effect produced by clusters of galaxies.
